Photographic system as a communication channel.
The light spread function, the density variations due to granularity, and the shape of the density-vs-log-exposure curve are basic properties of a black-and-white photographic system that determine its effectiveness as a communication channel. The amount of information stored per unit area on a photographic material is analogous to the amount of information transmitted per unit time by an electrical communication system. Simple formulas, involving in one instance only the resolving power and in the other a cross-sectional area of the point spread function, the standard deviation of the density variations, and the density range, have been used with considerable success to predict experimentally determined information storage capacities for a variety of black-and-white photographic systems. The upper limit of storage capacity, attainable only if the input information is efficiently coded, can be calculated by the use of a two-dimensional version of Shannon's formula for channel capacity. This method takes into account the shape of the modulation transfer function and also the shape of the granularity Wiener spectrum of the system. The contribution of color to information storage capacity is considered by D. L. MacAdam (in an appendix at the end of this paper), who finds that color photographs can provide a capacity approximately three times as great as that obtainable with corresponding black-and-white photographs.